I am an experienced and dedicated
student with many passions to
pursue. I love to educate others in
topics such as art and food security.
I also excel in social settings with
people of all ages no matter the
topic with my journalistic experience.
Teamwork is one of my strong-suited
fields of expertise and is required to
fully thrive within our own and other’s
creativity. This makes collaboration
and critique crucial for any project.
Beyond art, I have a strong passion
for non-profit work, food insecurity
and intentional volunteer service as
you will see with some of my work.
This portfolio meshes a lot into
one document and my design style
varies from project to project. If I had
to sell myself using one word it would
be abstract. It honestly depends on
the day for me to determine my next
creation. Enjoy.
- Hannah Cohen
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Left page: Bulldog Mile signage
I was given a map of canvas with strict
edges and told to make a fun map design
that appeared as both a bulldog and a map.
I used creative illustrations to add some
depth to the map yet the color palette and
typefaces stuck to the University brand. This
sign is placed at the center of campus in
a weather-proof sign for years to come, a
project that will last on Drake’s campus.

The Bulldog Mile.
Welcome to the start of the Bulldog Mile!
This bulldog-shaped, one-mile path around and
through Drake’s campus is perfect for easy
walking, jogging, or running. Follow the signs
and blue paw prints to reach your daily step
goal while exploring Drake’s beautiful campus.

Right page: Bulldog Mile and Virtual Tour

Check out the
other side for
a map of the
Bulldog Mile.

Drake University received the 2020 Healthiest State Large Workplace Award, presented by the Healthiest State Initiative. The award recognizes
Drake University for its efforts to improve the physical, social, and emotional well-being of its faculty and staff. As part of the recognition, Drake
received a monetary prize of $1,000 to continue its work focused on improving the health and well-being of its Drake faculty, staff, students, and
greater community. Drake formed a committee to determine the best use of these funds, and as a result, the idea of the Bulldog Mile was formed.
Members of the committee included Kevin Moran, Sara Heijerman, Amanda Martin, Nora Stelter, Kris Magill, Emily Madsen, and Linda Feiden.

The smaller Bulldog Mile signs are seen
along with painted paw prints throughout
campus to direct the Bulldog Mile route.
Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, 2020 tours
of campus have been virtual. I designed
the signage for the virtual tour links as well
which are placed around campus and online
including bar codes.

Two logos commissioned by Sigma Phi Epsilon. The top
includes their flag illustrated on an eagle and the Des Moines
skyline, now used in their branding, recruitment and social
media. The bottom is a replica of their house used on stickers.

Various logos I have created for Drake. These display my ability to create within a brand. More specifically, only two colors
and two fonts. These logos are used with campus branding and will continue to be a design staple for the University.

Logos for our on campus Violence Prevention. Each individual sector has a logo yet the
design of each ties together to put them all under the same office.

Directly left is the invitation for Drake’s biggest donor event, the Francis
Marion Drake Society Celebration. I created the invite for the event and
the virtual 60-page donor book, two pages seen above.

Drake University’s 2020 Holiday Card. Sent out to all students, alumni and staff. Operates as a GIF with fading snowflakes.

Drake’s newest addition, Bright College, has recently started accepting admissions. I designed all of the constants for the specific school
and marketing for designers to use in the future as Bright College develops.
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Drake University’s live mascot, Griff II, took place of Griff I this summer. I was
put in charge of designing the illustration head for him. Displayed on here are
the illustrations I have made and various iterations for different projects which
show how versatile yet consistent this character is.

A UI project for Scooter’s Coffee. This one allows for orders to be made with customizations to any drink designed for Scooter’s workers.

UI project on design principles for web design using Adobe Xd. An iPad-size template with click-through features.

A collection of three spreads for Pacemaker-winning Drake Mag in fall of 2018. This piece especially took a lot of collaboration;
as a journalist myself, I find communication during the design process between all parties crucial.
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I created and designed this brand for a design course. Birdie’s Bagels is a gluten-free and vegan bagel company. The main logo, Birdie,
includes a gluten-free mark and a vegan “v” as a play on the beak. Its squiggly legs and fun character branding gives it a family-friendly
vibe and solves the allergen problem typical bagels contain.

Illustrative poster for the city of Des Moines. I printed 100 of these and gave all of the proceeds (ended up being $3,000) to a local Black
owned business, Lifestyle Juices.

“100 Hues” creation for a 2-D Design course using my signature designs while blending 100 different colors on one palette.

OOF.
Abstract piece using watercolor and pen.

Acrylic on 8x10 canvas and pen overlay of a Tyler, the
Creator quote.

Acrylic paint and silicone on a 10x10 canvas in the background of
this piece prior to scanning a section of it and adding “OOF.”

Acrlyic and pen on 8x10 canvas panel.
Up-cycled vinyl with paint, album covers and magazine
clippings; this is my Jim Morrison collection.

This piece depicts different elements of St. Louis with
watercolor, ink, and pen.

Ink and pen depicting a flamingo.

Custom commission acrylic rainbow portrait.

“Eye(s) of the World” mixed media piece on 22x28” canvas. Produced with acrylics, pastels, pen,
and watercolor.

“Beyond the Horizon” landscape on 15x30” acrylic
canvas with added type as on overlay.

Containment experient with pastels and acrylic paint.

An iteration of my “100 Hues” on a 30x40” canvas.

Conveyed abstraction of the five love languages for Drake Magazine.

A created basketball scene with players (from left to right) Myles Turner, James Harden, Victor Oladipo
and Chris Paul. This piece, another abstract geometric portrait collection, was a gift and is meant to
slightly touch on the features of each player to make it a unique yet a piece with notable figures.

Geometric portrait of Trombone Shorty, a world-class brass player and leader of the group Orleans Avenue. This piece not
only represents him and his love for music but also the city he does it all for with the New Orleans flag in the background.

St. Louis, MO poster created for a Digital Media class with drawings of Chuck Berry,
the Old Courthouse, a Cardinal, the Stanley Cup, Zoo sign and the Arch.

